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Contribution of Munshi Premchand in Fields of Literature. WordsFeb 26, Pages. Baffling as certainly an endeavour to
provide an exhaustive list of.

He took the job of selling books for a book wholesaler, thus getting the opportunity to read a lot of books. The
British officials even ordered a raid on Premchand's house, where around copies of 'Soz-e-Watan' were burnt.
He pioneered the new art form â€” fiction with a social purpose. Some influential businessmen managed to get
a stay on its release in Bombay. His first job was of selling books, a job he took so that he could read more
books. Meanwhile, Premchand was beginning to dislike the non-literary commercial environment of the
Bombay film industry, and wanted to return to Benares. The match was arranged by his maternal
step-grandfather. He criticised Gokhale's methods for achieving political freedom, and instead recommended
adoption of more extremist measures adopted by Bal Gangadhar Tilak. Plus, he faced domestic trouble due to
quarrels between his wife and his step-mother. The script for film Majboor was written by him. After racking
up several debts, in , he once went to a book shop to sell one of his collected books. His grandmother, who
took the responsibility of raising him, died soon after. Premchand's literary career started as a freelancer in
Urdu. After this incident, he started writing under the pen name Premchand. When he was 8, his mother died
after a long illness. Here are some of his most talked about novels. He was married when he was only year-old
to an older girl After his first wife left him, Premchand married a child widow, a step considered revolutionary
at that time Due to this, Premchand faced a lot of social opposition Career He did not score a good percentage
when he was in school, and had to discontinue his studies as he did not get admission anywhere. It was well
received by the critics, and helped Premchand gain wider recognition. He was the fourth child of his parents.
His first short novel was Asrar e Ma'abid "Secrets of God's Abode", Devasthan Rahasya in Hindi , which
explores corruption among the temple priests and their sexual exploitation of poor women. There he met
Munshi Daya Narain Nigam, the editor of the Urdu magazine Zamana, in which he later published several
articles and stories. He has succeeded in every phase of literature he has touched, but he has succeeded,
beyond measure, in the last phase of literature. To support his step-mother and half-brother, he started
providing tuition classes to students. During this period, his works dealt with the social issues such as poverty,
zamindari exploitation Premashram, , dowry system Nirmala, , educational reform and political oppression
Karmabhumi,  He did not specifically mention the British in some of his stories, because of strong government
censorship, but disguised his opposition in settings from the medieval era and the foreign history.
Soz-e-Watan, a collection of such stories published by Premchand in , attracted the attention of the British
government. Back to Benares[ edit ] After quitting his job, Premchand left Gorakhpur for Benares on 18
March , and decided to focus on his literary career. His ancestors came from a large Kayastha family, which
owned eight to nine bighas of land. He is also one of the most informed of Bengali critics. Later, he was sent
to a missionary school where he learned English. His last works were Kafan and Godaan. However, only the
students with first division were given fee concession at the Queen's College. The girl was from a rich
landlord family and was older than Premchand, who found her quarrelsome and not good-looking. In ,
Premchand secured a job as an assistant teacher at the Government District School, Bahraich, on a monthly
salary of 20 rupees. Godaan upanyas The Gift of a Cow, , Premchand's last completed work, is generally
accepted as his best novel, and is considered as one of the finest Hindi novels. Premchand wrote over three
hundred short stories and fourteen novels, many essays and letters, plays and translations. Of course to those
who will not undergo the discipline of a seasoned critic, everything will appear as redundancy of execution
and purposeless elaboration. He stayed in Kanpur for around four years, from May to June 


